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Abstract:

We present JSimil, a code clone detector that uses a novel algorithm to detect similarities in sets of Java programs at the bytecode level. The proposed technique emphasizes scalability and efficiency. It also supports
customization through profiles that allow the user to specify matching rules, system behavior, pruning thresholds, and output details. Experimental results reveal that JSimil outperforms existing systems. It is even able
to spot similarities when complex code obfuscation techniques have been applied.

1

INTRODUCTION

Code clone detection can expose many interesting
features that are deeply embedded in the program
source code: common clusters of sentences, perfect
or almost perfect code matches, limits of the programming language and derived workarounds, coding style
or lack thereof, and programming antipatterns.
Furthermore, tracking down duplicated code
clusters has many commercial applications, as it
can be used to prove plagiarism in legal disputes
over intellectual property rights or software patents
(Belkhouche et al., 2004), help in automatic refactorization or code maintenance (Tairas, 2008), and compare student assignments (Cosma and Joy, 2006).
Most traditional techniques include string matching, whose variants are implemented by YAP3 (Wise,
1996) and Baker and Mamber’s (Baker and Manber,
1998); string hash matching, as in Moss (Schleimer
et al., 2003); token-based matching, as implemented
by JPlag (Prechelt et al., 2000), CP-Miner (Li et al.,
2006), and CCFinder (Kamiya et al., 2002); or
control-flow graph analysis and its variants, as the enhanced CFGs used by JDiff (Apiwattanapong et al.,
2007).
More recent techniques compare program dependence graphs (Krinke, 2001), as in GPLAG (Liu et al.,
2006); analyze simplifications of program behavior,
either in the way of program slices (Weiser, 1981) or
by considering them as black boxes, as implemented
by Semantic Diff (Jackson and Ladd, 1994); or calculate and compare metrics (Dunsmore, 1984).

These code clone detectors are hard-coded and
they are not customizable at all, hence the results they
produce can be inaccurate beyond the specific situations they are designed for. In contrast, JSimil is customizable to fit any need.

2

JSIMIL

JSimil is a code clone detector that performs a heuristic matching of program hierarchies at the bytecode
level.
JSimil results, which are comprised of nested elements matches, are generated by matching the classes,
the methods, and the basic blocks within Java software. Several metrics, such as the number of different kinds of instruction, are calculated for every basic
block.
JSimil input consists of a configuration file, which
determines the paths to both compiler and disassembler and options about their usage; a profile, which
determines the system behavior, thresholds, pruning
rules, and output detail; and data input, which contains the source code (.java) files, bytecode (.jar or
.class) files, or a mix of them, of the programs to compare. The output is a browsable hierarchy of matches
across programs and their elements.

2.1 Hierarchical Matching
Matching is done at the block level, the method
level, the class level, and the program level. Cus-
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tomized profiles determine how the system performs
the matching.
2.1.1 Block Matching
The normalized similarity Sb for any two blocks (b1
and b2 ) is calculated as follows:
Sb (b1 , b2 ) = 1 −

∑M
i=0 |b1 (i) − b2 (i)| ∗ w(i)
(1)
M
∑i=0 max{b1 (i), b2 (i)} ∗ w(i)

where M is the number of metrics computed for the
blocks, bx (i) is the value of the ith measure for the x
block, and w(i) is the weight for the ith measure as
defined in the profile.
It should be noted that Sb (b1 , b2 ) = Sb (b2 , b1 ).
2.1.2 Method Matching
The normalized similarity Sm for any two methods is
calculated by choosing one of them (m1 ) according
to profile parameters and method size, ordering its
blocks by decreasing size, and matching them with
the ones in the other method (m2 ) by applying the following expression:
Sm (m1 , m2 ) =
B m1

∑ Sb (m1 (bi ), bmb(m2 , m1 (bi))) ∗ s(m1 (bi ))

(2)

where Bmx is the number of blocks contained in mx ;
mx (bi ) is the ith block in the method mx , ordered
by decreasing size; bmb (mx , my (bi )) is the block contained in mx that best matches the block bi in my ; and
s(mx (bi )) is the number of instructions of the block bi
in mx .
The profile parameters also determine which
method matchings are tried and which blocks are effectively matched, according to similarity thresholds,
elements sizes, and already matched elements, among
other factors.
In general, Sm (mx , my ) 6= Sm (my , mx ) because the
best match for mx (bi ) might be my (b j ) but the best
match for my (b j ) might not be mx (bi ).
2.1.3 Class Matching
The normalized similarity Sc for any two classes is
calculated like the Sm method similarity, just by replacing blocks (b) with methods (m) and methods (m)
with classes (c). Formally:
Sc (c1 , c2 ) =

∑ Sm (c1 (mi ), bmm (c2 , c1 (mi ))) ∗ s(c1(mi ))

i=0
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2.1.4 Program Matching
The normalized similarity S p for any two programs is
calculated by choosing one of them (p1 ) according to
its size and the profile parameters, ordering its classes
and still-unmatched methods by decreasing size, and
matching them with the ones in the other program
(p2 ) by applying the following expression:
S p (p1 , p2 ) =
C p1

∑ Sc (p1 (ci ), bmc (p2 , p1 (ci ))) ∗ s(p1(ci ))+

i=0
U p1

(4)

∑ Sm (p1 (ui ), bmu (p2 , p1(ui ))) ∗ s(p1 (ui ))

i=0

i=0

Mc1

Two classes will be matched only if their similarity is higher than an user-defined profile threshold.
When any class is not matched, its methods ascend
through the hierarchy and the program temporary becomes their parent, so they can be matched in the program matching step.
It should be noted that Sc (c1 , c2 ) 6= Sc (c2 , c1 ), by
the same reason that Sm (m1 , m2 ) 6= Sm (m2 , m1 ).

(3)

where C px is the number of classes contained in px ;
px (ci ) is the ith class in the program px , ordered by
decreasing size; bmc (px , py (cy )) is the class contained
in px that best matches the class ci of py ; s(px (ci )) is
the number of instructions in class ci in px ; U px is the
number of still unmatched methods contained in px ;
px (ui ) is the ith unmatched method in the program
px , ordered by decreasing size; bmu (px , py (ui )) is the
unmatched method contained in px that best matches
the method ui in py ; and s(px (ui )) is the number of
instructions of the still-unmatched method ui in px .
It should be noted that S p (p1 , p2 ) 6= S p (p2 , p1 ), by
the same reason that Sm (m1 , m2 ) 6= Sm (m2 , m1 ) and
Sc (c1 , c2 ) 6= Sc (c2 , c1 ).

2.2 JSimil Profiles
Profiles are the main novelty of the proposed clone
detector and they are, indeed, key to JSimil flexibility.
Profiles contain parameters that allow the user
to fine-tune the behavior of the system by adjusting
matching thresholds, and rules, output detail level,
pruning thresholds and metrics weights.
JSimil distribution package includes JSimil Profile Manager, a tool for designing profiles that offers
contextual help and shows several profile properties,
both as normalized numeric values and as a Kiviat diagram called profile fingerprint (Figure 1):
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Figure 1: Fingerprints for default, student assignment plagiarism detection, and exhaustive profiles.
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Figure 2: Qualitative comparison of existing clone detectors and JSimil.

• Speed (SP) measures the number of used options
that help reduce processing time.
• Detail (DE) measures the amount of data that will
be generated.

better results.
These properties correspond to the visible characteristics of the system behavior the user will be most
concerned about.

• Sensibility (SE) measures how much partial results may influence global results.
• Precision (PR) measures how small the margin of
error will be.
• Specialization (SC) measures the amount of options with non-standard values.
• Assimilation (AS) measures the amount of previous knowledge provided by the user to obtain

3

EXPERIMENTAL
COMPARISON

A table summarizing the capabilities of similarity detection systems is shown in Figure 2.
JSimil was able to obtain more accurate results
than other system in the comparison of 222 student
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assignments that was performed in order to detect plagiarism. JSimil matched the 222 student assignments,
of 200KB source code each on average, among themselves (a total of 24753 program-program matches) in
30 seconds using JSimil plagiarism detection profile,
which corresponds to a millisecond per match on an
mid-range Intel Quad Core personal computer.

4

CONCLUSIONS

We have described a Java code clone detector system that uses a novel hierarchical matching technique
that solves issues that affect similar existing systems
and offers advantages over them, such as: support for
all Java constructs, the possibility of comparing programs when only bytecode is available, browsing results, a parallelized implementation, and pruning nonsignificant matches to reduce processing time.
The profiles allow users to adjust system behavior
so unwanted features may be removed and algorithm
adjustments can be made.
The proposed algorithm is not sensitive to common obfuscation and plagiarism concealing techniques that other systems are sensitive to. In fact, the
experimental results revealed that JSimil outperforms
existing systems as it is able to detect similarities they
cannot.
Currently, JSimil matches hierarchies of Java
bytecode whose leaf nodes are sets of metrics computed from basic blocks. JSimil can be extended by
giving the system a description of the hierarchy to
be used to match data from different sources using
the same profiles. This will give researchers the possibility of developing general profiles (for example,
for difference detection or similarity detection) that
would define how to match any kind of hierarchical
data.
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